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Abstract
BACKGROUND 
Digestive tract resections are usually followed by an anastomosis. Anastomotic 
leakage, normally due to failed healing, is the most feared complication in 
digestive surgery because it is associated with high morbidity and mortality. 
Despite technical and technological advances and focused research, its rates have 
remained almost unchanged the last decades. In the last two decades, stem cells 
(SCs) have been shown to enhance healing in animal and human studies; hence, 
SCs have emerged since 2008 as an alternative to improve anastomoses outcomes.
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AIM 
To summarise the published knowledge of SC utilisation as a preventative tool for 
hollow digestive viscera anastomotic or suture leaks.

METHODS 
PubMed, Science Direct, Scopus and Cochrane searches were performed using the 
key words “anastomosis”, “colorectal/colonic anastomoses”, “anastomotic leak”, 
“stem cells”, “progenitor cells”, “cellular therapy” and “cell therapy” in order to 
identify relevant articles published in English and Spanish during the years of 
2000 to 2021. Studies employing SCs, performing digestive anastomoses in hollow 
viscera or digestive perforation sutures and monitoring healing were finally 
included. Reference lists from the selected articles were reviewed to identify 
additional pertinent articles.

METHODS 
Given the great variability in the study designs, anastomotic models, inter-
ventions (SCs, doses and vehicles) and outcome measures, performing a reliable 
meta-analysis was considered impossible, so we present the studies, their results 
and limitations.

RESULTS 
Eighteen preclinical studies and three review papers were identified; no clinical 
studies have been published and there are no registered clinical trials. Experi-
mental studies, mainly in rat and porcine models and occasionally in very adverse 
conditions such as ischaemia or colitis, have been demonstrated SCs as safe and 
have shown some encouraging morphological, functional and even clinical 
results. Mesenchymal SCs are mostly employed, and delivery routes are mainly 
local injections and cell sheets followed by biosutures (sutures coated by SCs) or 
purely topical. As potential weaknesses, animal models need to be improved to 
make them more comparable and equivalent to clinical practice, and the SC 
isolation processes need to be standardised. There is notable heterogeneity in the 
studies, making them difficult to compare. Further investigations are needed to 
establish the indications, the administration system, potential adjuvants, the final 
efficacy and to confirm safety and exclude definitively oncological concerns.

CONCLUSION 
The future role of SC therapy to induce healing processes in digestive anasto-
moses/sutures still needs to be determined and seems to be currently far from 
clinical use.

Key Words: Surgical anastomosis; Anastomotic leak; Digestive system surgical procedure; 
Cell transplantation; Cell therapy; Stem cells; Tissue engineering

©©The Author(s) 2022. Published by Baishideng Publishing Group Inc. All rights reserved.

Core Tip: Digestive anastomoses leakages reflect impaired healing, are frequent and are 
associated with severe consequences. Despite technical and technological 
advancements, leakage rates have remained stable in the last decades. Stem cells (SCs) 
could improve anastomotic healing, as they have in other altered healing conditions. 
We present a descriptive review of the published literature about digestive anastomoses 
and sutures and SCs, analyzing the results and discussing their limitations and 
concerns. Eighteen preclinical studies have confirmed the feasibility and safety and 
have shown interesting results, however, with some limitations and high hetero-
genicity. Additional studies and better models are needed prior to human testing.
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INTRODUCTION
Despite all technical and technological advancements, digestive anastomotic leakages 
(DAL) occur and are the most feared complications in digestive surgery because they 
lead to significant morbidity and represent the principal surgical complication for 
mortality. All regions from the oesophagus to the anus and the biliary and pancreatic 
ducts can be affected.

There is no generally accepted definition of DAL and multiple descriptions have 
been proposed combining clinical aspects, analytical parameters, radiological findings 
and treatment consequences. There are also multiple grading systems. The United 
Kingdom Surgical Infection Study Group introduced one of the first definitions: ‘a leak 
of luminal contents from a surgical join between two hollow viscera that emerge either 
through the wound or at the drain site, or that may collect near the anastomosis’[1]. A 
systematic review published by Bruce et al in 2001 found 56 definitions for DAL. Many 
efforts have been made to define colorectal anastomotic leakage (CAL), due to the high 
frequency of colorectal resections. The International Study Group of Rectal Cancer 
proposed the definition ‘a defect of the intestinal wall integrity at the colorectal or 
colo-anal anastomotic site leading to a communication between the intra- and 
extraluminal compartments’ and a grading system[2], recommended recently by an 
international expert panel[3]. A similar definition may be extended to other digestive 
anastomoses. The lack of a uniform definition for each anastomotic site, has a clear 
impact on the reported incidence rates.

The DAL incidence varies widely depending on the organ and anastomosis studied, 
as well as on the definition and diagnostic criteria employed. As examples, we 
highlight three surgical areas. A systematic review on oesophagectomy including 174 
studies and 74226 patients found an overall pooled AL rate of 11% (range 0%-49%)[4]. 
An international multicentre snapshot audit, conducted in 2015 by the European 
Society of Coloproctology, included 3208 right hemicolectomies or ileo-caecal 
resections; the overall AL rate was 8.1%[5]. A meta-analysis including 18 studies and 
18039 curative rectal cancer resections found an overall AL rate of 9.8% (range 2.5%-
14.8%)[6].

DAL are associated with severe adverse outcomes, including nosocomial and organ-
space infections (as mediastinitis or peritonitis); systemic inflammatory response; 
sepsis; other organ complications or failures (including multi-organ dysfunction); 
reoperations; need for intestinal stomas; increased re-admission rates, length of stay, 
hospital and health care costs and in-hospital mortality; and could impact quality of 
life and delay the start of adjuvant therapy[4,7]. DAL after cancer surgery could 
negatively impact cancer-specific outcomes and could be considered an independent 
negative prognostic factor. For example, in rectal cancer, AL are significantly 
associated with an increased risk of local recurrence, worse overall survival and 
decreased disease-free and cancer-specific survival, but not with distant recurrence 
and overall recurrence excluding 30-day mortality[6].

DAL incidences have remained stable over the last decades. Great efforts have been 
made in the following areas trying to decrease them: (1) Risk factor identification: risk 
factors could be local or general and modifiable (target to reduce AL rates) or non-
modifiable[2,4]. Identifying high risk patients enables better perioperative planning 
and patient counselling; and (2) Technical development: with a focus on manual or 
mechanical suture material, endoluminal anastomotic or protective devices and 
robotic surgery. There are many expectations for operative perfusion assessment with 
indocyanine green fluorescence angiography. Based on a meta-analysis[8], it seems to 
reduce CAL; however, this was not the case in a recently published randomised 
controlled trial[9].

Anastomotic strictures, frequently associated with a previous AL, could also be an 
important complication in some anastomoses, such as biliary anastomosis during liver 
transplantation, which is associated with considerable morbidity and costs. In a 
systematic review including 14359 liver transplants, the overall incidence was 12% 
among deceased donor liver transplantation patients and 19% among living donor 
recipients[10]. Its gold standard treatment – balloon dilatation and stent placement – 
has a success rate of approximately 50% and usually requires multiple procedures[11], 
so preventive measures or better therapies are also needed.

Stem cell (SC) therapy has been demonstrated as safe and has shown promising 
results in a wide variety of clinical and experimental settings: haematological, 
cardiovascular[12], neurological, digestive[13], traumatological[14], endocrine and 
renal conditions are some examples. The most commonly used are haematopoietic SCs
[15], mesenchymal SCs (MSCs)[16,17] and adipose-derived SCs (ASCs)[15,18,19]. Some 
SCs play crucial roles in the healing process by different mechanisms, including 
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increasing angiogenesis, local blood flow, fibroblast activity and collagen synthesis, 
coordinating the repair response by recruiting other host cells and secreting growth 
factors and matrix proteins, among others[20]. ASCs have been applied in environ-
ments that are particularly unfavourable for wound healing, such as experimental 
colitis[21], sepsis[22], anal and other digestive fistula[23-27], Crohn’s disease[28,29], 
faecal incontinence[30] and tracheal anastomoses[31], with favourable outcomes.

With these promising results, it was only a matter of time before SCs would be 
applied in digestive anastomoses; indeed, members of our group published the 
pioneer paper in 2008[32]. Based on our group’s experience using ASCs in experi-
mental and clinical settings (conducting or participating in more than 13 clinical trials) 
and in digestive surgery, our aim was to review the published literature related to SC 
use for digestive anastomoses and registered clinical trials. To the best of our 
knowledge, Caziuc et al[33] published the only review focused on this field, including 
studies published prior to September 2014, and other reviews have dedicated brief 
sections to SCs, such as those by Foppa et al[34] and Reischl et al[35].

METHODS AND MATERIALS
Literature search
We performed an exhaustive search of the published literature in the electronic 
databases from the United States National Library of Medicine (PubMed), Elsevier’s 
Science Direct and Scopus and Cochrane. The United States National Library of 
Medicine official registry of clinical trials, ClinicalTrials.gov (www.clinicaltrials.gov), 
and the European Union Clinical Trials Register (www.clinicaltrialsregister.eu) were 
also searched to identify ongoing or finished registered clinical trials.

The following terms were used: ‘anastomosis’, ‘digestive anastomosis’, 
‘colorectal/colonic anastomoses’, ‘anastomotic leak’, ‘stem cells’, ‘progenitor cells’, 
‘cellular therapy’ and ‘cell therapy’. Secondary searches were performed with the 
terms ‘biosutures’ and ‘sutures coated by stem cells’ in an attempt to find more public-
ations.

Papers published in indexed peer-reviewed journals in English or Spanish with 
access to full text since 2000 were included. The last search was run on 10 February 
2021.

Eligibility criteria
Only studies employing SCs, performing digestive anastomoses in hollow viscera or 
digestive perforation sutures and monitoring healing or evolution were finally 
included.

Study selection
All titles and abstracts were scanned independently in an unblinded standardised 
manner by two of the reviewers. The ‘Similar articles’ list in PubMed and biblio-
graphies of the selected studies were also analyzed to find more potentially includable 
articles. Disagreements between reviewers were solved by consensus.

The full text of selected references was reviewed. The minimal information that 
must be presented in the study to definitively consider it for this review included at 
least seven of the following: (1) SCs source; (2) SC characterization; (3) Mode of 
administration; (4) SCs dosage; (5) Anastomosis technique; (6) The periods of healing 
assessment; (7) Healing or functional parameters considered to assess the 
anastomoses; (8) Anastomotic leakage (AL) or rupture frequency; and (9) Whether 
there is a control group.

Statistical analysis
There is a great variability in the study designs, anastomotic models, interventions 
(SCs, doses and vehicles) and outcome measures in the selected published literature. 
Also, many studies do not provide the absolute or relative value of some variables (i.e., 
anastomotic leaks or dehiscence in each experimental group), so we are not able to 
aggregate the data to estimate the potential benefit. That is the reason we consider 
impossible to perform a reliable meta-analysis, so we will focus on describing the 
studies, their results and limitations, presenting a descriptive or narrative review. We 
are going to expound data and statistics provided by each publication.

http://www.clinicaltrials.gov
http://www.clinicaltrialsregister.eu
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RESULTS
Study selection
Finally, 18 primary references and 3 review articles were eligible for a deeper analysis. 
PubMed was the fundamental publication source; Science Direct and Scopus did not 
contain any articles not found previously in PubMed. Moreover, no systematic review 
has been published in Cochrane.

Briefly, primary PubMed searches provided 272 references; an initial analysis 
applying eligibility criteria to the titles and abstracts reduced it to 49. Deep abstract 
content review served to exclude another 20, and duplicate removal left 16 primary 
sources and 2 review articles. The selected studies’ reference lists served to identify 
another original paper and another review. Secondary term searches allowed us to 
find the last original research. See Figure 1 for an overview of the search.

The pioneering report in the field was published by Pascual et al[32] in 2008. All the 
primary references are preclinical studies on animal models. There have been neither 
reported experiences on humans nor registered clinical trials nor publications 
combining bioengineering and SCs in digestive anastomoses or suturing.

Studies global characteristics
Analyzed anastomoses/digestive sutures: Ten studies are related to colon and 
colorectal anastomoses (one provides a more detailed description of the methodology 
of a previous one), 3 to gastric perforations, 2 to small bowel anastomoses, 2 to biliary 
anastomosis and 1 to oesophageal anastomosis fistula.

Methods of SC therapy and anastomoses/digestive sutures: Related to SCs (Table 1), 
all the studies, except one employing allogeneic myoblasts, used MSCs harvested from 
adipose tissue (13) or from bone marrow (3). SCs were identified mostly based on flow 
cytometry and/or the differentiation ability. The cell transplant was autologous in 8 
studies, allogeneic in 7 and xenogeneic in 2 (human). The systems utilised to apply SCs 
are local injection, cell sheets, biosutures (sutures coated by ASCs), topical, systemic 
injection, gelatine sponge and luminal stent plus mesh (see Table 2). The employed 
animals (see Table 3) are mostly rats (12 studies), followed by pigs (4) and rabbits (1).

Three anastomotic models have been described: conventional (4 studies), high risk 
of AL (8) and insufficient (2). The high-risk models were obtained through 4% 
icodextrin (1), chemical colitis (1), ischaemia (5), radiation (1) and a cytotoxic 
(mitomycin C, 1). The study employing mitomycin C applied it simultaneously to 
inducing ischaemia. Oesophageal insufficient anastomosis was combined with a trans-
defect plastic tube for 1 wk to establish the fistula tract. Gastric perforation models 
either included (2 studies) or did not include (1) repair.

The anastomoses performed were conventional end-to-end in all the publications 
except one, with usual sutures in a running or an interrupted fashion mostly in a 
single layer. One study created a functional end-to-end small bowel anastomosis with 
a high-energy sealing device (this anastomosis is not performed in humans). Gastric 
perforation suturing was also either running or interrupted.

Outcome measures: Although the maximum follow-up of the subjects was 8 wk, the 
most frequent evaluation periods were in the first week (9 studies) or during the first 
month (5).

All the studies evaluated macroscopically the abdominal cavity and/or 
anastomosis, looking for signs of AL or dehiscence, stenosis, dilatation, peritonitis, etc. 
Some monitored the severity of local or general adherence syndrome. One study 
employed cholangiogram and another used cervical magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) to look for stenosis or leaks. A colorectal anastomosis study investigated 
macroscopic inflammation with positron emission tomography (PET) and mucosal 
changes with colonoscopy. All studies analyzed healing histopathology, with a focus 
on inflammation, necrosis, collagen deposition, angiogenesis and signs of 
regeneration.

It is assumed that all the subjects were observed during the postoperative period 
until the scheduled sacrifice date to detect abnormalities (weight loss, pain, etc). Three 
studies also analyzed blood or serum chemistries and one of them examined the 
composition of peritoneal lavage fluid.

Eleven out of 17 studies analyzed anastomotic or suture strength with bursting 
pressure (ABP) evaluation. Briefly, this approach comprises injecting saline (with or 
without a dye) or air through the sutured segment while monitoring pressure. 
Bursting pressure is defined as the maximum pressure achieved before leakage is 
noted at any site. Derived measures are medium bursting pressure (MBP) or bursting 
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Table 1 Kind of stem cells employed in published studies classified by their origin and type of transplant

Kind of stem cells employed

Myoblasts Bone marrow MSCs ASCs Autologous/syngeneic Allogeneic Xenogeneic

ALLOG: 1 AUT: 1; ALLO: 2 AUT: 7; ALLOG: 4; XENOG: 2 8 7 2

Numbers indicate the number of published studies. MSCs: Mesenchymal stem cells; ASCs: Adipose-derived stem cells; AUT: Autologous; ALLOG: 
Allogeneic; XENOG: Xenogeneic.

Table 2 Systems utilized to apply stem cells

SCs delivery system

Biosutures Local injection Systemic injection Local + systemic injection Topical Cell sheets Gelatin sponge Stent + mesh

2 71,2,3 1 1 24 4 1 14

1One study associated thrombin and fibrin.
2One study compared local injection with and without fibrin glue.
3One study applied stem cells (SCs) in fibrin glue into a stablished fistula.
4One study compared topical versus stent and mesh with SCs.
SCs: Stem cells. Numbers indicate the number of published studies.

Table 3 Animal species employed in published preclinical studies

Type of animals

Rats Pigs Rabbits

12 (9 colorectal, 3 gastric perforation) 4 (small bowel and biliary anastomoses) 1 (esophageal fistula)

Numbers indicate the number of published studies.

Figure 1 Steps for study selection and final inclusion, presented in a flow diagram. 

tension calculated using Laplace’s law, in order to identify differences between tissues 
of different sizes.

Finally, most of the publications, analyzed free and nuclear proteins, surface 
markers and/or RNA – using immunohistochemistry (IHQ), immunofluorescence (IF), 
reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (rtPCR), RNA arrays or western 
blotting – to assess inflammation, angiogenesis, proliferation, fibrosis and cytokine 
production, among other processes. Some of them also studied SC tracing, prolif-
eration and differentiation capacities.
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Results of individual studies
We will summarise the publications ordered by the implicated digestive viscera and 
by the publication date. A brief overview of the studies is presented in Table 4.

Colon and colorectal anastomoses
The first report was from Pascual et al[32] in 2008 and described for the first time SC-
coated sutures (named biosutures). Syngeneic (equivalent to autologous) ASCs were 
obtained from two male BDIX rats. Thirty-centimetre braided polyglactin 910 sutures 
were cultured with 1.5 × 106 ASCs; ASCs almost completely coated the suture after 24 h 
and each thread was used for only two stitches. Forty BDIX rats were divided in four 
groups depending on sacrifice date (4, 7, 14 and 21 d post-anastomosis). Five animals 
in each group received anastomosis with biosutures and 5 with conventional sutures. 
Anastomoses consisted of right colon section and end-to-end manual anastomosis 
with six monoplane interrupted stitches. The authors analyzed colon dehiscence, 
dilatation or obstruction; an adhesion index; ABP and bursting tension; and histology. 
Biosutures did not modify the incidence of dehiscence, dilatation, obstruction, the 
pattern of inflammation and ABP or bursting tension at any time point compared with 
control sutures. Only the adhesion index was significantly lower with biosutures at 
day 4 (P = 0.025) and 7 (P = 0.006), but not at later times.

Going further, the same group published a related study in 2010[36]. First, they 
modelled a higher leakage risk colonic anastomosis, keeping it adhesion free by 
intraperitoneal instillation of icodextrin 4%. Biosutures and anastomoses were as 
described in their previous study[32]. Six BDIX rats receiving biosuture anastomoses 
and icodextrin were compared to 12 Sprague-Dawley (SD) rats with conventional 
anastomoses, 6 with and 6 without icodextrin. Animals were sacrificed on 
postoperative (PO) day 4, and dehiscence, the adhesion index and ABP were analyzed. 
No significant differences appeared in dehiscence. With conventional sutures and 
icodextrin 4%, a decrease in the adhesion index (P = 0.01) and a lower ABP (P = 0.15) 
were observed compared with no icodextrin. When adhesion-free (icodextrin 4%) 
anastomoses were compared, those with biosutures had a higher ABP (P = 0.008) with 
a similar adhesion index (P = 0.48). In conclusion, biosutures could improve the 
strength of adhesion-free anastomoses.

In 2011, Adas et al[37] analysed local allogeneic bone marrow-derived MSCs (BM-
MSCs) in left colonic anastomoses in male Wistar rats. BM-MSCs were isolated from 
donor animals and marked with bromodeoxyuridine. The left colon was sectioned 3 
cm proximal to the peritoneal reflection and mesocolon vessels 2 cm proximal and 2 
cm distal to the section were ligated to establish ischaemia. End-to-end anastomoses 
were made with eight interrupted inverted 6/0 polypropylene stitches. Twenty 
animals received 5 × 105 injected BM-MSCs around the anastomosis and 20 received 
saline solution. Ten animals per group were sacrificed on PO days 4 and 7. ABP, 
hydroxyproline, histological (necrosis, epithelialisation, inflammatory processes, 
fibroblastic activity and neovascularisation) and cell tracing analyses were performed. 
Proliferating cells with the added markers appeared at both postoperative times. The 
MBP (two times) and hydroxyproline levels were significantly (P < 0.01) higher in the 
presence of BM-MSCs at both time points. No leakage or peritonitis appeared in any 
animal. At PO day 4, necrosis, epithelialisation, collagen deposition, fibroblast activity 
and angiogenesis and at PO day 7, necrosis, collagen deposition and fibroblast activity 
were significantly favourable for healing with BM-MSCs. The authors attributed the 
favourable observed effects mainly to fibroblastic and angiogenic activities.

The following publication was from Yoo et al[38] in 2012, with another model of rat 
ischaemic colonic anastomoses controlled with Doppler flowmetry. Colon division and 
ischaemia were identical to the previous study[37]. Anastomoses were performed in a 
single layer, termino-terminal fashion with 6-0 polypropylene sutures (the authors did 
not describe whether they were running or discontinuous). Blood flow around it was 
measured using Doppler; further marginal vessel ligation was made until it decreased 
to < 50% of the normal level. The authors employed male SD rats: some to obtain 
allogeneic subcutaneous ASCs and 60 to receive ischaemic anastomoses (30 animals) 
or ischaemic anastomoses plus ASCs (30). A total of 1 × 106 ASCs within a mixture of 
fibrinogen and thrombin were injected at 4-5 points around the anastomosis. Rats were 
sacrificed on PO day 7. Anastomosis healing was assessed by measuring weight loss, 
wound infection, AL, mortality, adhesions, ileus, anastomotic stricture, the ABP, 
histopathology and the microvascular density. No significant differences in wound 
infection, AL, mortality, adhesions, or ulcer size between the groups were observed. 
The ASC group had significantly more favourable anastomotic healing and less 
ischaemic colitis manifestations, including less weight loss (P < 0.001) and earlier 
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Table 4 Overview and concise review of different published studies related to digestive anastomosis/perforations and stem cell therapy in animal models

Ref. Ani-
mal N Rando-

mized
Anast/perf model and 
repair

SC doses 
and type SC treatment Compared to Effect measure

Follow 
up      
        

Principal results Security 
concerns

Colon and colorectal anastomoses

Pascual et al
[32]

Rats 
(BDIX)

40 No Right colon section. 
Interrupted end-to-end

1.5 × 106 

SYNG ASCs
20 biosutures Conventional 

suture
Surgical evaluation 
(dehiscence, dilatation, 
obstruction, 
adherences). Bursting 
pressure; Histology

4, 7, 14, 
21 d

Lower adhesion index at 4 d (P = 0.025) and 7 d (P = 
0.006). No differences in the other outcome measures

No

Pascual et al
[36]

Rats 
(BDIX + 
SD)

18 No Identical to high risk: 
icodextrin. Identical

SYNG ASCs 6 biosutures + 
icodextrin

Conventional 
suture +/- 
icodextrin

Surgical evaluation 
(dehiscence, adhesion). 
Bursting pressure

4 d No differences in dehiscence. Conventional sutures: 
icodextrin ↓ adhesion and MBP. Icodextrin: Biosuture ↑ 
MBP with equal adherences

No

Adas et al
[37]

Rats 
(WI)

40 No Ischemic: Left colon 
section + 4 cm vessel 
ligation. Interrupted 
end-to-end.

5 × 105 

ALLOG BM-
MSCs

20 local 
injection

Saline solution Surgical evaluation. 
Bursting pressure. 
Hydroxyproline. 
Histology. SC tracing

4 and 7 d No leakages, peritonitis, mortality. SCs ↑ MBP (2×) and 
hydroxyproline. Histology favourable for healing at both 
timelines. SC survive and proliferate

No

Yoo et al
[38]

Rats 
(SD)

60 No Ischemic: Left colon 
section + vessel ligation 
until > 50% flow 
reduction. End-to-end 
PLP. 

1 × 106 

ALLO ASCs
30 local 
injection + 
fibrinogen & 
thrombin

Ischemic 
anastomoses

Clinical follow-up: 
Surgical evaluationABP. 
Histology

7 d ASCs: ↓ weight loss and earlier weight recovery; ↓ ileus, 
ulcers and strictures. ↑ MBP. Histology: SCs ↓ 
inflammation and ↑ collagen and microvascular density.

No

Adas et al
[39]

Rats 
(WI)

40 No Ischemic: Left colon 
section + 4 cm vessel 
ligation. End-to-end 
interrupted

1 × 106 

ALLOG BM-
MSCs

20 systemic 
injection

Saline solution Surgical evaluation. 
Bursting pressure. 
Hydroxyproline. 
Histology. SC tracing

4 and 7 d No leakages, peritonitis, mortality. SCs ↑ MBP (43%) at 4th 

but not 7th day. SCs ↑ SS hydroxyproline. Histology SS 
favourable for healing (4, 7d). SC Survive and proliferate

No

Sukho et al
[40]

Rats 
(WI)

60 Yes Partial right colectomy. 
Insufficient end-to-end (5 
stitches).

XENOG 
human ASCs

30 sheets 
wrapping 
anastomosis

Insufficient 
anastomosis

Follow-up: Macroscopic 
evaluation. ABP. 
Histology

3 and 7 d ASCs ↓ dehiscence (14% vs 71%) at 3 d, abscesses at 7 d 
and abdominal adhesions at 3 d. ABP ↑ 3 to 7 d, but NSS 
differences between groups. Labelled cells detected at 
both periods. Histol: SCs ↑ CD3+ and maintain CD163+ 
cells at 7 d.

No

Van de 
Putte et al
[43]

Rats 
(SD)

24 No IrradiatedColon section. 
Interrupted end-to-end

5 × 106 IV 
and 2.5 × 106 

local. 
ALLOG 
ASCs

10 local 
injection + IV -
7, 10, 20 d

Conventional 
anastomosis. 
Irradiation + anast 
+ PBS

PET. Colonoscopy. 
Histology

4 wk PET: preop IV ASCs ↓ activity to non-irradiated level. No 
differences at 4 wk. Colonoscopy: ASCs ↓ necrotic tissue 
and fibrin and bleeding (??P). Histology: SS ASCs ↓ 
ulcerated area and ↑ number vessels. ↑ M2 macrophages 
(??P).

0/3/3 
deaths. No 
ASCs related

Alvarenga 
et al[44]

Rats 
(WI)

61 Yes TNBS colitis. Left colon 
section. Ent-to-end 
interrupted

2 × 106 

ALLOG 
ASCs

15 instillation 
over 
anastomosis

G1, TNBS colitis. 
G2, Laparotomy. 
G3, colitis + anast. 
G5, colitis + anast 
+ CS

Follow-up: 
Macroscopic. Histology, 
IHQ, RNA

7 d ASCs ↓ mortality to 0% compared to G3/G5 and local 
complications to 0%. ASCs: ↓ inflammation, tissue 
damage, myeloperoxidase activity, CD4+ and ED1+ 
macrophages, apoptosis; and ↑ epithelization (vs G5). 
ASCs: ↓ IFN-γ. TGFβ, IL-17, TNF-α, and MMPs are not ↑ 
(as in G5), NSS, and equal to G2/G3.

No
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Morgan et 
al[45]

Rats 
(WI)

48 No Ischemic: Left colon 
resection + Vessel 
ligation. End-to-end 
interrupted. Air checked

1 × 106 

XENOG 
human ASCs

16 ASCs Gelatin 
sponge 
wrapping

Anastomosis. 
Anastomosis + 
gelatin sponge 
wrapping

Follow-up: 
Macroscopic. MBP in 
situ. Histology, IF, 
rtPCR. SC tracing

3 and 7 d No mortality/complications. ASCs: ↓ AL and abscesses (3, 
7 d); ↓ adhesions (3 d). No changes in MBP. ASCs ↑ 
collagen and microvascular density. Labelled cells in 
submucosa and muscularis. No SS differences in rtPCR.

No

Small bowel anastomoses

Maruya et 
al[46]

Pigs 7 Yes 
(anast)

High risk: vessel ligation 
+ local mitomycin C. 
8/animal. Multilayer 
end-to-end

AUT ASCs 28 anastomoses 
wrapped with 3 
ASCs sheets

Anastomosis 
without sheets

MBP, histology and 
hydroxyproline (5, 7d). 
mRNA (1, 7d)

1, 5, 7 d ASCs: MBP ↑ at 7 d, similar to normal healing. ASCs ↑ 
hydroxyproline at 7 d. ASCs ↑ submucosal collagen 7 d (??
P). ASCs: ↑ FGF2, COL1A1 and COL3A1 day 1 and 
COL1A1 and COL3A1 day 7.

No

Pan et al[47] Pigs 16 No 5/animal. Section. 
Functional end-to-end 
(energy sealing device)

0.5 × 106 

ALLO ASCs
8 × 5 
anastomoses. 
Local injection

Anastomosis 
without ASCs

Follow-up: 
Macroscopic. MBP. 
Histology, IHQ, IF, 
western, PCR arrays. SC 
tracing

7, 14 d NSS in complications/leakage and MBP. ASCs: 
Reepithelialization and ↑ collagen at 7 d (??P). ASCs ↑ 
proliferation, and ↓ CDH1, SMAD3, STAT3, TGF-α, 
VEGFA. Labelled cells in mucosa.

1 death in 
ASCs (ileus)

Digestive (gastric) perforations

Komiyama 
et al[48]

Rats 
(WI)

40 No Greater curvature 
incision. Block 
continuous suture

1 × 107 AUT 
ASCs

20 local 
injection

PBS local injection Histology day 7 (n = 5), 
day 28 MBP, day 7 (n = 
5) SC tracing

7 and 28 
d

Labelled cells at 7, 28 d without differentiation. ASCs ↑ 
neovascularity and connective tissue at 7 d and ↓ 
connective tissue at 30 d. MBP ↑ 7 d with ASCs.

No

Liu et al[49] Rats 
(SD)

108 No 2 cm body incision. 
Interrupted suture

5 × 106 AUT 
ASCs

24 local 
injection. 24 
topical in fibrin 
glue 

Sham operated. 
PBS injection. 
Topical fibrin glue

Macroscopic. Histology. 
IHQ, IF, western. SC 
tracing

3, 5, 7 d Injected ASCs ↓ severe adhesions (3, 5, 7 d), dehiscence (3 
d), abscesses (7 d). 20% total healing at 7 d (vs 0%). ASCs ↑ 
MBP (5, 7 d). Injection the highest values (comparable to 
sham operated at 5 d). ASCs ↓ inflammation and ↑ 
granulation (5, 7 d, ??P), more with injections. Injected 
ASCs ↓ IL-6 (day 5, 7) and ↑ TGFβ1 (day 3, 5). Label+ cells 
submucosa/granulation, differentiation+.

No

Tanaka et al
[50]

Rats 
(SD)

30 N 5 mm incision. No suture ALLO 
myoblasts 
sheet

15 sheet placed 
with shifter

No suture Macroscopic (adhesion). 
Blood and ascites. 
Histology. SC tracing

3, 5, 10, 
20 d

Sheets ↓ adhesions in all periods. Histology: sheets 
regenerated mucosa and muscle; control connective tissue 
(??P). Myoblast in gastric wall. ↓ SS peritoneal fluid 
hyaluronic acid (??P) all periods.

No

Oesophageal anastomotic leakage/fistula

Xue et al
[51]

Rabbits 21 No Transection, incomplete 
anast, tube during 7 d.

2 × 106 AUT 
MSCs

12 MSCs in 
fibrin sealant in 
fistula

9 fibrin sealant Cervical MRI (5 wk). 
Macroscopic, histology, 
IF, cytokine at 8 wk. SC 
tracing

5, 8 wk MRI: ↓ inflammatory reaction MSCs. Macroscopic: ↑ 
closure and ↓ infection MSCs. Histology/IF: MSCs survive 
& differentiate. Milder inflammation and less collagen (??
P) with MSCs. MSCs: ↑ IL-10, MMP-9 and ↓ TNF-α, TGF-β.

5/9 control, 
3/12 MSCs 
died (NSS)

Biliary anastomoses leakage/stenosis

Zhang et al
[52]

Pigs 9 No CBD transection. 
Running sutures

4 × 106 AUT 
ASCs

3/3 stent + 
mesh with 
ASCs. Topical 
ASCs

3 plastic stent + 
vycril mesh

Serum BQ (0, 7, 30 d). 
Cholangiogram 30 d. 
Histology, IHQ and IF 
30 d

0, 7, 30 d No clinical/laboratory suggesting cholestasis. No 
leaks/stenosis on cholangiogram (??P). Topical ASCs ↑ SS 
CD44, CD34 (MSCs) and CD31 (angiogenesis) and ↓ 
fibrosis and inflammation (??P).

1 death 
(ASCs + 
mesh) – 
cholangitis

No leakages, abscesses, mortality, lab cholestasis. 
Macroscopic: CBD diameter higher in controls due to wall 
thickening. Histology: ↓ inflammation, collagen and ↑ 

Hara et al
[53]

Pigs 11 No Hepatic conduct section. 
End-to-end running 
(post)/interrupted (ant)

AUT ASCs 6 ASCs sheets 
around 
anastomosis

5 anastomosis 
without sheets

Blood (0, 7, 14 d). 
Macroscopic, histology 
at 14 d

0, 7, 14 d No
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small vessels with ASCs (??P)

Only statistically significant or highly relevant results are shown, the last remarking their statistical value. SCs: Stem cells; MSCs: Mesenchymal stem cells; BM-MSCs: Bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells; ASCs: Adipose-
derived stem cells; IV: Intravenous; MBP: Medium bursting pressure; IHQ: Immunohistochemistry; IF: Immunofluorescence; PCR: Polymerase chain reaction; N: Number; anast: Anastomosis; Perf: Perforation; AUT: Autologous; 
ALLOG: Allogeneic; SYNG: Syngeneic; XENOG: Xenogeneic; SD: Sprague-Dawley; WI: Wistar; SSF: Saline solution; NSS: Non-statistically significant; SS: Statistically significant; ??P: No statistics provided; PLP: Polypropylene; CS: 
Culture solution.

weight recovery, less ileus (P < 0.05) and fewer ulcers and strictures (P < 0.05). ASCs 
augmented the ABP (153.92 ± 46.13 mmHg vs 121.31 ± 35.99 mmHg, P < 0.01). The 
histological analysis revealed that the ASC group had less inflammation (P < 0.01) and 
more collagen deposition (P < 0.05) and microvascular density (P < 0.05). The authors 
considered angiogenesis as the principal explanation for their positive findings.

In 2013, Adas et al[39] published a study with an identical methodology to their 
previous one[37]; the only change is that 1 × 106 BM-MSCs were injected very slowly 
into the vena cava and control groups received physiological saline. Viable and prolif-
erating cells with the added labelling appeared at both postoperative times. The MBP 
was significantly (P < 0.01) higher with BM-MSCs at PO day 4 (48.5 vs 69, a 43% 
increase) but not significantly at PO day 7. Hydroxyproline levels were significantly 
higher in the SC group at both time points (P < 0.01). No leakage, peritonitis or 
mortality appeared. The histological findings are almost superposable to their 
previous publication[37]: at PO day 4, necrosis, epithelialisation, collagen deposition, 
fibroblasts activity and angiogenesis, and at PO day 7, necrosis (less) and collagen 
deposition (more) were significantly favourable for healing with BM-MSCs. The 
authors attributed the results mainly to paracrine effects and angiogenesis.

Sukho et al[40] published in 2017 a study with ASC sheets in a model of CAL. 
Human ASCs were isolated from subcutaneous abdominal fat, creating a sheet from 
each donor. Sixty male Wistar rats were randomly allocated to four groups with 15 
animals each: two groups received ASC sheets and two were not reinforced. The 
authors employed the CAL experimental model from Wu et al[41], consisting of a 
partial colectomy near the caecum and an insufficient end-to-end suturing with five 
one-layer inverting interrupted stitches with 8/0 polyamide. In the therapeutic 
groups, one ASC sheet was wrapped around the anastomosis. Two groups were 
sacrificed after 3 d and the others after 7 d. Evaluation consisted of in vivo follow-up 
(weight and wellness score), macroscopic observation [peritonitis, adhesions, abscesses 
and anastomosis (stricture, disruption, adhesion, abscess)], air ABP and histology. No 
differences between groups appeared during in vivo observation. In intra-abdominal 
evaluation, there were significant differences in anastomotic disruption favourable to 
ASCs (14% vs 71%, P = 0.002) at PO day 3 but not at PO day 7. Significantly more rats 
in the control group had anastomoses abscesses at PO day 7 (P = 0.04) and the abscess 
scores were lower with ASCs at PO day 7 (P = 0.048). There were also fewer intra-
abdominal adhesions at PO day 3 (P = 0.043). The ABP increased between PO days 3 
and 7, but there were no significant differences; on day 7, bursting occurred predom-
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inantly in the anastomosis in controls (66%), whereas in the ASC group bursting 
appeared mostly (57%) out of it. Labelled cells were detected at PO days 3 and 7. 
Regarding histology, there were no differences in vessel density and collagen 
deposition between the groups and no endothelial cells with human markers appeared 
in the ASC groups. A significantly higher (P = 0.001) number of CD3+ cells appeared 
in the ASC group at PO day 7, and the level of CD163+ (M2 macrophages) did not 
decline between PO days 3 and 7 compared with controls. The authors defended 
sheets as a cell delivery system and postulated paracrine healing promotion as the 
principal mechanism of action. They published later a more detailed explanation of 
ASC sheet creation and surgical protocol[42].

In 2017, Van de Putte et al[43] published an evaluation of allogeneic subcutaneous 
ASCs on colonic anastomoses after high-dose irradiation in rats. Thirty-two SD males 
received 27 Gy irradiation of the colorectal region. Four weeks later, the damaged zone 
was identified, the colon was cut just above it and end-to-end anastomosis was 
performed with interrupted 6/0 polydioxanone stitches leaving knots outside. Three 
experimental groups were defined: G1, control/sham (n = 4), anastomosis after sham 
irradiation; G2, phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (n = 10), irradiation, anastomosis and 
PBS injections; and G3, ASCs (n = 10): irradiation, 5 × 106 intravenous (IV) ASCs 1 wk 
before anastomosis, intraoperative injection of 5 × 106 ASCs around anastomosis and 
two other IV doses on PO days 10 and 20. In G2 and G3, 3 animals died postoper-
atively. 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose PET scans were taken just before surgery (4 wk) and 
PET and colonoscopy were performed at 8 wk when animals were sacrificed to obtain 
samples for histology. With colonoscopy, G2 anastomoses presented large amounts of 
necrotic tissue and fibrin, which were less frequent in G3; bleeding appeared in 0% G1, 
57% G2 and 14% G3 animals (no P value provided). Regarding histology, the ulcerated 
area was statistically smaller in G3 compared to G2 (P < 0.05). For PET scans, isolated 
anastomoses (G1) did not generate a significant activity change; irradiation increased it 
65%; and IV ASCs prior to anastomoses reduced activity by 21%, making it similar to 
G1. While G2 had greater values than G1 (P = 0.03), there was no difference between 
G2 and G3 at 8 wk. At 8 wk, G3 had the highest percentage of M2 macrophages 
compared with G2 and G1 (no p value provided) and the G3 vessel number was 
significantly increased (P = 0.007) compared with G2, reaching a value even higher 
than that of G1. The authors proposed that the observed benefits are probably due to 
the stimulation of endogenous cells.

Alvarenga et al[44] (2019) investigated topical allogeneic ASCs in high-risk colonic 
anastomosis in Wistar rats randomly assigned to the following groups: G1, 2,4,6-
trinitrobenzenesulfonic acid (TNBS)-induced colitis (n = 11); G2, laparotomy (n = 11); 
G3, laparotomy and anastomosis (n = 14); G4, TNBS-colitis followed by anastomosis 
and ASCs (n = 15); and G5, TNBS-colitis, anastomosis and acellular culture solution 
(CS, n = 15). Endoscopic colitis was required at 7 d to receive ASCs or CS. The 
descending colon 4 cm over the rectum was transected without ligating vessels, and 
then an end-to-end anastomosis was performed using 6-0 polypropylene interrupted 
stitches. Immediately after, a solution with 2 × 106 ASCs or CS was applied onto the 
external surface of the anastomosis. One week later, anastomotic area macroscopic, 
histologic, IHQ and RNA analyses were performed. No postoperative deaths occurred 
in G4 compared with 27% (G5) and 7% (G3), (P = 0.028). No local complications 
(fistula, abscess, peritonitis) appeared in G4 compared with G5 (53%) and G3 (14%), P 
= 0.012. In G4, an overall decrease in the histological score, including inflammation 
improvement, less tissue damage and clear epithelialisation, was observed compared 
with G5 (P = 0.011). ASC application decreased collagen deposition (P = 0.003) and 
preserved goblet cells (P = 0.033) compared with G1; it also decreased myeloper-
oxidase activity to G3 Levels (P = 0.012), CD4+ T-cells (P = 0.014) and macrophages 
ED1+ (P = 0.011) in the lamina propria, apoptotic cells (P = 0.008) and NF-κB activation 
(P = 0.036), all compared to G5. For mRNA expression, there was only a significant 
difference between G4 (lower) and G5 in IFN-γ levels (P = 0.02), but the significant (P 
< 0.05) overexpression in G5 of TGFβ, IL-17, TNF-α, IFN-γ and metalloproteinases 
compared with G2 decreased in G4 to G2 or G3 values. These favourable results for 
clinically relevant variables (mortality and complications) need to be highlighted.

Morgan et al[45] in 2020 evaluated xenogeneic ASCs on ischaemic colonic 
anastomoses in male Wistar rats. ASCs were isolated from subcutaneous fat of healthy 
human donors. Rats underwent a 1 cm colectomy 2 cm proximal to the peritoneal 
reflection. End-to-end anastomosis with interrupted 6/0 polypropylene suture and an 
air-liquid leak checking was performed and mesocolon vessels 2 cm proximal and 
distal were ligated. Three groups were created: control (only anastomosis), vehicle-
only [anastomosis was wrapped with an absorbable gelatine sponge (gelfoam)]; and 
ASC (gelfoam containing 1 × 106 ASCs). Each group was subdivided in two (n = 8 per 
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subgroup) depending on the sacrifice date (3 or 7 d). After sacrifice, the abdomen was 
explored, looking for leakage and assessing abscess and adhesion severity with scales; 
ABP in situ was determined; and the anastomotic site was resected for histology, IHQ, 
IF and quantitative rtPCR for genes associated with angiogenesis, inflammation and 
proliferation. There was no mortality or relevant complications during the follow-up. 
In macroscopic evaluation, ASCs significantly decreased AL compared with the 
control group at PO days 3 and 7 (25.0% vs 100% and 25% vs 87.5% respectively; P = 
0.02 for both) and with the vehicle-only group (87.5% at both time points, P < 0.01); 
and also abscess scores compared with the control and gelfoam groups (PO days 3 and 
7) and adherence scores (PO day 3). ASCs increased without significance the MBP 
compared with controls. Regarding histological evaluation, ASCs significantly 
increased microvascular density and collagen compared with the control and vehicle-
only groups (P < 0.01) at both time points. IHQ showed that the endothelial marker 
CD31 was markedly increased at both time points with ASCs (no P value). Labelled 
cells were identified in the submucosa and muscularis. For quantitative rtPCR, 
although treatment with ASCs markedly increased the expression of VEGF and CD31 
and decreased TNFα and IL-1, none of these changed reached statistical significance. 
The authors attributed the enhanced healing to angiogenesis and did not recommend 
gelfoam as a vehicle because it produced an undesirable inflammatory reaction.

Small bowel anastomoses
In 2017, Maruya et al[46] analysed autologous ASC sheets in a model of high-risk small 
bowel anastomoses comprising terminal vessel ligation and serosal mitomycin C 
injection in 7 miniature female pigs. Each animal received eight 2-cm incisions in the 
anti-mesenteric border of ligated vessels, closed with a layer-to-layer anastomosis with 
five 5–0 polyglactin 910 sutures. These eight anastomoses were divided randomly into 
two groups: ASC [each anastomosis was wrapped with three ASC sheets (dosage not 
clearly defined)] and untreated. One pig was euthanised on PO day 1, two on PO day 
5 and 4 on PO day 7. ABP, histology and hydroxyproline at PO days 5 and 7 and 
mRNA expression of FGF2, TGFβ1, COL1A1 and COL3A1 at PO days 1 and 7 were 
analyzed. The ABP in the ASC group was higher at PO day 5 (118.5 ± 85.9 mmHg vs 
146.5 ± 58.8 mmHg, P > 0.05) and at PO day 7 (226 ± 87.7 mmHg vs 267 ± 49.1 mmHg, 
P < 0.05) making ABP similar to normal healing conditions. Hydroxyproline was 
significantly higher (P < 0.01) in the ASC group at PO day 7 but not at PO day 5. 
Regarding histology, more submucosal collagen appeared with ASC at PO day 7. 
ASCs significantly increased the mRNA levels of FGF2, COL1A1 and COL3A1 at PO 
day 1 and of COL1A1 and COL3A1 at PO day 7. The authors attributed the effects to 
paracrine-enhanced collagen synthesis.

Pan et al[47] combined tissue fusion technology with allogenic ASCs in their 2020 
publication. Sixteen pigs were divided in two groups related to the sacrifice date (7 or 
14 d) and each group was subdivided in an ASC-treated or a control subgroup (n = 4 
each). Five anastomoses were created per animal using LigaSure ForceTriad (Covidien, 
MA, United States) in a functional end-to-end format. Five subserosal injections at 
each anastomotic site containing vehicle solution with or without 5.0 × 105 ASCs were 
added. Daily vigilance, the surgical site, the abdominal cavity and the anastomoses 
were checked; an abscess or dense adhesion was considered AL signs. ABP, histology, 
IHQ, IF, western blot and PCR arrays (only at PO day 7) were analysed in each 
anastomosis. Only one animal died (from ASC group) due to ileus and there were no 
significant differences in postoperative complications and AL (1 and 1 in the ASC 
group and 1 and 2 in the control group at 7 and 14 d, respectively) between groups. 
The MBP was not significantly different among the groups. Regarding histology, total 
re-epithelialisation and more connective tissue appeared in the ASC group (no p value 
provided), with no differences in neovascularisation, inflammatory cell infiltration and 
arrangement of collagen fibres. Proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) was 
significantly higher in the ASC group (P = 0.021). Labelled cells were found in the 
mucosal layer, and in the muscularis mucosae exhibited smooth muscle cell character-
istics. Western blotting showed that ASCs did not influence CD31, VEGF and FGF2 
expression. Eighty-four key genes critical for wound healing were assessed in 3 
animals per group with PCR arrays; compared with the control group, 10 were 
upregulated and 75 were downregulated in the ASC group. Five of these changes were 
statistically significant (P < 0.05): CDH1, SMAD3, STAT3, TGFα and VEGFA. The 
authors attributed the observed effects to paracrine activity and also highlighted ASC 
migration, differentiation and safety even in the thermally fused tissues.
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Digestive (gastric) perforations
These digestive sutures or defects are also prone to leakages, modelling AL.

In 2013, Komiyama et al[48] published a study with an incision in the gastric greater 
curvature of 40 male Wistar rats closed with a single-layer continuous 6/0 polypro-
pylene suture. Twenty animals received 1.0 × 107 autologous ASCs injected in the 
submucosa around the suture and the other 20 received PBS. Ten animals in each 
group were sacrificed at PO days 7 and 28. Histological evaluation included 
assessment of necrosis, epithelialisation, inflammation, neovascularisation and 
fibroblastic activity; the BP was measured in 50% of the animals sacrificed at PO day 7. 
Labelled ASCs were detected at PO days 7 and 28 in the submucosa, but no differen-
tiation was observed. For histology, at PO day 7 neovascularity and connective tissue 
were significantly denser (P < 0.01) in the ASC-treated animals. By contrast, at PO day 
28, connective tissue was significantly reduced (P < 0.01). The MBP was higher with 
ASC treatment (291 ± 14.8 vs 121 ± 30 mmHg, P < 0.01). The authors proposed that 
paracrine mechanisms explain the enhanced healing with accelerated angiogenesis 
and fibrosis (early period) and the excessive fibrosis prevention (late period).

In 2015, Liu et al[49] explored local autologous ASCs in female SD rats that received 
a 2-cm vertical incision at the gastric body closed with five 5/0 interrupted non-
absorbable sutures. Four groups of 24 animals were created receiving: G1, 5 × 106 ASCs 
injected in the submucosa around the suture; G2, the same SC dosage on fibrin glue 
and applied topically; G3, submucosal injection of PBS; and G4, topical fibrin glue. A 
sham-operated group (only laparotomy, n = 12) was also employed. Animals were 
sacrificed at PO days 3, 5 and 7, and macroscopy, histology, BP, re-epithelialisation, 
angiogenesis and inflammation (IL-6 and TGFβ1) were assessed. Injected ASCs 
promoted healing: severe adhesions decreased significantly at the three time points, 
dehiscence decreased (significantly at PO day 3); no abscesses appeared at any time 
point (significant at PO day 7); and 20% of the G1 animals appeared completely healed 
at PO day 7, but none in the other groups. G1 achieved the highest pneumatic ABP at 
PO days 3 and 5, with significant differences in favour of G1 and G2 compared with 
G3 and G4; G1 had similar values to the sham-operated group at 5 d. Regarding 
histology, the ASC groups displayed reduced inflammation (less neutrophils) and 
increased granulation and re-epithelialisation at PO days 5 and 7, being better in G1. 
G1 showed significantly decreased IL-6 (PO days 5 and 7) and increased TGFβ1 (PO 
days 3 and 5). No differences appeared in angiogenesis, VEGF and COX-2. Trans-
planted ASCs were detected in submucosa and granulation tissue at PO days 3, 5 and 
7. At PO days 14 and 21, their morphology changed and they expressed smooth 
muscle cell markers at PO day 21. In conclusion, ASC injection was more effective than 
topical administration, and the anti-inflammatory role of ASCs and the earlier onset of 
granulation enhanced healing.

Tanaka et al[50] in 2017 established a new perforation model (5 mm incision in the 
anterior gastric wall) and evaluated the capacity of allogeneic myoblast cell sheets to 
contain the leakage. They evaluated 30 male SD rats, 15 receiving a cell sheet and 15 
(controls) in which the gastrotomy was not treated at all. The number of implanted 
myoblasts is not specified. Animals were killed on PO days 3, 5, 10 and 20. Outcome 
measures were an adhesion severity score (from 0 to 4) to measure peritonitis, blood 
and ascites fluid exams and histology. Related to adhesions, at all PO time points, cell 
sheet group had significantly lower score (1-1.5 points difference), and the area with 
adherences were also lower. Regarding histology, in therapeutic group a regenerated 
mucosa lined with muscle was found whereas in controls dense connective tissue and 
discontinuity in all layers appeared; transplanted cells were detected at the gastrotomy 
site. No differences were found in serum C reactive protein but, in contrast, hyaluronic 
acid (an inflammatory marker) levels in the peritoneal washing lavage were 
significantly lower at every time point in the cell sheet group (no P value provided). 
The authors speculated that the effects might be due to paracrine factors and partly to 
the physical coating effect of the sheet.

Oesophageal AL/fistula
In 2019, Xue et al[51] evaluated autologous BM-MSCs in subacute AL in New Zealand 
rabbits. The AL model comprised cervical oesophagus transection, incomplete 
anastomosis leaving 2 mm without suturing and a polyethylene tube through the 
wound and anastomosis defect, maintained for 1 wk. 2 × 106 MSCs in 0.2 mL fibrin 
sealant were injected onto the fistula of 12 animals; 9 animals received only fibrin 
sealant. The evaluation included cervical MRI at 5 wk by a blinded radiologist and 
anastomosis macroscopy, histology, IF and cytokine expression at 8 wk. MRI revealed 
decreased inflammation with MSCs (25% vs 88.9% infection/abscess, P = 0.008). For 
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macroscopic evaluation, the MSC group presented a higher closure rate (83.3% vs 
11.1%, P = 0.02) and lower infection rate (33.3% vs 88.9%, P = 0.02). Although there 
were no significant differences, 5/9 animals in the control group and 3/12 in the MSC 
group died of sepsis. Histology and IF showed that MSCs persisted in the fistula tract 
and submucosa and they expressed myofibroblast markers; less inflammation and 
collagen (but better organized) were observed in the MSC group (no P value 
provided). Cytokine analyses revealed significant increases in IL-10 and MMP-9 
whereas TNF-α and TGF-β decreased significantly in the MSC group (all P < 0.05). 
These findings suggest paracrine suppressing effects on inflammatory response and 
fibrosis.

Biliary anastomoses leakage/stenosis
Two studies were published in 2020 with autologous ASCs. The first one is from 
Zhang et al[52]. Nine domestic white pigs were divided in three groups: G1 (control) 
received plastic biliary stents wrapped with Vicryl (polyglactin 910) mesh; in G2, 4 × 
106 ASCs were added to the mesh; and G3 received non-wrapped stents and 4 × 106 

ASCs applied topically. Surgery involved common bile duct (CBD) transection, 
posterior wall suturing with a running 7/0 PDS suture, stent luminal insertion and 
anterior wall closure in a similar fashion; fascia around the CBD was closed with a 
running 1/0 PDS suture. In G3, CBD stumps were immersed for 10 min in ASC 
suspension and after suturing, additional ASC suspension was placed in a pocket 
created in CBD fascia. Serum was collected on PO days 0, 7, and 30 for biochemistry. 
On PO day 30, cholangiograms and anastomotic specimens were obtained for 
histology, IHQ and IF. One pig in G2 died on PO day 3 due to acute cholangitis; the 
others had no complications. The surviving animals had no symptoms or abnormal 
liver biochemistries suggesting clinical biliary strictures. Cholangiography demons-
trated no leaks or stenoses and minimal luminal narrowing (3/3, 1/3, 2/3 in G1, G2 
and G3, respectively, no P value provided). G3 showed greater CD44 and CD34, 
indicating ASC engraftment and significantly (P < 0.05) reduced fibrosis compared 
with G1/G2 and enhanced neo-angiogenesis (higher CD31 compared with G1/G2). 
Other proinflammatory and fibrotic cytokines were also reduced (no P value 
provided). ASC engraftment correlated with fibrosis and inflammation reduction and 
increased neo-angiogenic areas. Extraluminal immersion seems safer than ASC-coated 
stents.

Hara et al[53] used autologous ASC (2.6 × 106/dish) sheets in pigs. The CBD 
proximal to the cystic duct was sectioned and anastomosis was performed with 6/0 
absorbable monofilament, the posterior wall in a running fashion and the anterior with 
interrupted suturing. Six animals received one ASC sheet wrapping anastomosis and 5 
were controls. Blood samples were obtained on surgery day and after 7 and 14 d; 
anastomosis areas were collected at PO day 14. Macroscopic changes, inflammatory 
cells and collagen content were evaluated. Labelled ASCs remained around the CBD 
wall (n = 1). For macroscopic evaluation, there were no leakages or abscesses; 
adhesions around the liver hilum were more severe in controls (grade ≥ 2: 80% vs 17%, 
but P = 0.07). The CBD diameter was larger in the control group (P = 0.02) due to 
thickening of the wall (P = 0.02). No laboratory cholestasis appeared in either group. 
Regarding histology, more inflammatory cells and collagen fibres thickening the wall 
appeared in the control group, while the ASC group showed fewer inflammatory cells 
and many small vessels (without statistical analysis). Thus, ASC sheet reduced 
hypertrophic changes at PO day 14, but long-term follow-up is required to know if this 
could prevent strictures.

Brief analysis of these publications
There is an important heterogeneity in the anastomosed/sutured viscera and in 
anastomotic models (high risk, conventional, insufficient) and employed materials; 
however, the procedures are technically similar (mostly manual end-to-end). The 
follow-up was sufficient to include the vast majority of clinical AL, but more studies 
assessing late leakages are needed. Random assignation of treatments was applied 
only in 3 publications and blinded evaluations were scarce; these factors represent 
important sources of biases and confounding factors.

Regarding SCs, the variability appears in the SC delivery system – the most frequent 
are local injection (7) and cell sheets (4) – and dosage (5 × 105 to 1 × 107).

All investigations confirmed the safety and absence of relevant adverse events 
attributable to SCs. It must be highlighted the relatively low severe complications rate 
and the very low mortality reported (mortality appears principally in oesophageal 
fistula and radiated colorectal anastomoses studies), probably due to the animals 
employed: they are less sensitive to AL-related sepsis than humans.
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In general, good and encouraging morphological (mainly histological, nearly all the 
studies), functional (based on the MBP, 8 studies positive and 3 without effect) and 
even clinical results have been observed as well as some data suggesting regeneration. 
Clinically, five studies[40,44,45,49,51] reported significant lower AL incidence, five[32,
40,45,49,50] reported fewer adhesions, four[40,45,49,51] fewer abscesses and one less 
mortality[44]. Eight studies[37,39,45,47-51], analyzed SC labelling and confirmed SC 
survival in this potentially septic area.

DISCUSION
Despite technical advancements and focused research for decades, anastomotic 
healing still fails much more than is desirable, producing ALs. Anastomotic healing is 
classically divided in three phases that overlap: (1) Inflammatory: the haemostatic clot 
forms a matrix that fills the gaps between the edges and the inflammatory infiltrate 
arrives. A timed shift from pro- to anti-inflammatory signalling, comprising a 
phenotypical switch of immune cells, is important to restrict inflammation to a 
physiological limit; (2) Proliferative: fibroblasts migrate to the focus, proliferate and 
produce collagen that stabilises the anastomosis, so the suture begins to stop being the 
fundamental support; and (3) Maturation or remodelling: full mechanical resistance is 
restored by remodelling the collagen type and fibres.

Growth factors, cytokines and cell-to-cell connections mediate communication 
between immune and matrix-forming cells. Collagen degrading enzymes, or MMPs, 
are highly active during early healing and must be tightly regulated[54]. In the 
colorectal area, the microbiome is also a relevant component: certain microbial stems 
directly increase MMP activity while other populations seem to have protective 
functions[55].

Besides this knowledge, AL in certain cases is not yet clearly understood. Classical 
surgical principles for successful digestive anastomosis are a well-nourished patient 
with no systemic illness, no faecal or purulent contamination, adequate exposure and 
access, gentle tissue handling, absence of tension and distal obstruction, approx-
imation of well vascularised bowel ends and meticulous surgical technique. However, 
even if all these are accomplished, AL could appear. The early healing phase is the 
most dangerous because AL most often occurs during the first week.

Based in the anastomotic healing physiology, many approaches are currently at 
different stages of the translational research process attempting to reduce AL.

(1) In preclinical stage: Selective inhibitors of MMPs[56]; hyperbaric oxygen therapy
[56,57] and induction of the hypoxic adaptive response (with erythropoietin and 
VEGF)[56] for perfusion deficits; administration of growth factors (the most studied 
IGF-1 and GH)[56]; and anti-inflammatory therapies are being explored. Individu-
alised bowel preparation, also called bowel preparation 2.0, to reduce selectively 
certain detrimental flora could become an interesting approach[58]. Finally, as we have 
seen, SC therapy is also in this stage.

(2) With published clinical application: approaches aiming to seal the suture line 
and/or avoid microbiome or faecal contact. Among them, gluing[59,60], additional 
attachment of laminar biomaterials[61] and seaming the staple line (i.e. with 
bioabsorbable laminae or bovine pericardium)[62] have shown promise but have not 
yet demonstrated positive effects. Temporary intraluminal tubes, such as a transanal 
tube, seem to lower AL after rectal resection in the published literature[63]; however, 
more trials are needed and its use is very low. Anastomoses performed with 
compression devices have shown equivalent AL rates to conventional anastomoses, 
although the former are associated with more bowel obstructions[64] and require more 
research.

(3) Currently applied or under evaluation: These approaches include established 
protective stoma to avoid faecal passage as well as the virtual or ghost ileostomy, a 
bowel preparation for easy formation of a stoma in the case of AL, under evaluation
[65]. Intraoperative anastomosis quality control with fluorescence angiography and 
flexible endoscopy are also in this stage.

Related to animal models and outcome measures, the principal publications refer to 
colorectal anastomoses. In their 2011 systematic review, Pommergaard et al[66] 
recommended using mice because they best mimic clinical CAL and rats are relatively 
resistant to intra-abdominal infections; however, mice use did not increase. A 2015 
systematic review including 1342 studies concluded that animal research on AL is of 
poor quality, explaining the difficult translation to humans[67]. To solve this, an 
international consensus on the most appropriate animal models and outcome 
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measures in lower gastrointestinal tract anastomoses research was developed in 2015 
based on Delphi analysis; there is no similar consensus on the upper tract. We 
highlight some of its items[68]: (1) Animal model: Mouse, rat and pig are considered 
appropriate and rabbit and dog are not validated; rats are preferred to mice; (2) 
Location and type of surgery: The small intestine should not be used; resection is 
appropriate, but there is no consensus on transection; all types of sutures or staplers 
are appropriate; (3) Macroscopic outcomes: AL should always be analyzed; adhesions 
to the anastomotic site are relevant, but not abdominal cavity adhesions; (4) Histology: 
Is mandatory in healing studies; there are no specific scores; (5) Mechanical assays: 
ABP and tensile strength are appropriate; they are comparable within one publication, 
but often not between different ones; (6) Biochemistry: This technique provides 
additional information; and (7) Animal testing and welfare: The methodology should 
be deeply described; randomisation and blinding should be used and the ARRIVE[69] 
guidelines should be followed as much as possible.

Analyzing the included publications on colorectal and small bowel anastomoses, 
most of them accomplished the aforementioned recommendations. The animals 
employed were rats (9) or pigs (2). Two evaluated small bowel anastomoses, which are 
not considered appropriate due to inherent physiology, the easy healing in animals, 
the different immunobiology and blood supply compared with humans and the low 
clinical relevance[68]. All studies included macroscopic and histological evaluation 
and all except 2[43,44] ABP. Related to randomisation, blinding and ARRIVE 
guidelines compliance, we found frequent methodological weakness in almost all the 
studies.

It is important to analyze the highly heterogeneous anastomoses, perforation and 
fistula models and their clinical correlations. From a technical point of view, the 
described anastomoses simulate the usual surgical practice, except for the one 
performed with a high energy sealing device instead of sutures (not used in humans). 
Animals seem to be more resistant to AL consequences than humans. Incomplete 
anastomoses models, never constructed in surgery, are more directed to study how to 
mitigate AL consequences than to analyze AL prevention. Under the extreme 
conditions of some high-risk models, such as medium-length ischaemic segments, 
colitis as severe as that induced by TNBS or when cytotoxic medication could not be 
discontinued; an anastomosis would not be performed in humans. Nevertheless, these 
models present AL rates that are comparable to humans. Most important, if SCs could 
be effective in these situations, they would probably be even better in more conven-
tional circumstances.

Perforation models are more open to criticism because the injury is followed 
immediately by the repair whereas in clinical scenarios, a delay, with peritoneal cavity 
contamination and wound border inflammation, exists and affects healing. During 
acute inflammation, some factors that could compromise SC survivorship or effects 
have been observed (i.e. in faecal incontinence[70]), and there are also fundamental 
cytokines for SC homing and activation[71].

Finally, we discuss the proper SC therapy in this unfavourable environment for SC 
survival/action (faecal contamination, microbial load, low vascular supply, etc).

(1) Regarding SC characterisation, there is a relative heterogeneity in the isolation 
and characterisation protocols. Hence, there are slight differences in the cellular 
product composition, a factor that makes it difficult to compare studies. All the studies 
were published after 2006, when the International Society for Cellular Therapy 
published their position statement in minimal criteria for defining multipotent MSCs
[72]. In addition, most of the studies using ASCs were published after 2013, when 
similar international standards were published for ASCs[73]. So, isolation protocols 
must be described more clearly, ideally could be more homogeneous, and publications 
must specify at least if the minimal international consensus criteria are accomplished.

(2) Another unresolved issue is the best SC delivery system, which influences SC 
survival, targeting and function in tissues. We analyze systems employed in this field:

The most employed is local injection. SC products can be prepared as simple 
suspensions (in saline solution, Ringer’s solution, etc) or combined with biological 
products (fibrin, thrombin, collagen or gelatine) or biomaterials. SCs could be injected 
directly into the tissue or sealing a space or fistula within other substances. The 
delivered doses could be more controlled compared to methods such as biosutures. It 
is very useful for solid organs or strong structures like skeletal muscle but less useful 
in thin structures (like some digestive viscera wall) because it is more difficult to apply 
or exceeds the viscera’s capacity. For example, we observed clusters, with SC loss, 
outside the sphincter in our faecal incontinence experiments[70], and other authors 
have described insufficient cell retention.
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Cell sheet is an advance to improve cell retention and integration. They are 
prepared on special culture dishes coated with a temperature-responsive polymer that 
changes from being hydrophobic to hydrophilic when the temperature is lowered. 
Sheets can be removed as one piece without enzymatic treatment, preventing 
destruction of cell interactions and with intact extracellular matrix[74,75]. They have 
been used successfully to improve healing in several fields (i.e. heart, trachea, skin, 
cornea)[76]. In digestive anastomoses/sutures, sheets spontaneously adhere to the 
serosa rapidly and may help to seal the anastomosis[40]. Future studies will clarify if 
this approach could be better than injections.

Our group developed biosutures[32] aiming to place SCs directly at the injury and 
to improve engraftment rates. We applied them in colorectal[32,36] and tracheal[31] 
anastomoses or anal sphincters[70]. They have been applied mainly in tendon repair
[77] but also in organs such as the heart[78,79]. No evidence exists about the best dose 
or the minimal ‘clinically active’. With 1.5 × 106 ASCs, we found that SCs tend to form 
‘clusters’ over the suture, in culture medium and remained adhered after their use
[70]. Some modifications have been proposed: to improve cell adherence, Yao et al[80] 
added poly-L-lysine and fibronectin; Horváthy et al[81] covered previously sutures 
with albumin; and Casado et al[82] employed pre-treatments with gelatine and NaOH. 
Muraoka et al[83] added growth factors such as myostatin. Other authors have tested 
sutures solely impregnated by platelet-rich plasma[84,85] or VEGF[86] with interesting 
results. Therefore, more studies on biosuture preparation and potential adjuvants are 
needed.

Topical administration has the disadvantages of poor control of the actual 
administered SC dose and the very high inter-individual variability.

Systemic (IV) administration has the problem of actual homing. Many studies have 
described high SC homing to injury foci but others have described very low homing
[87]. Directing all administered SCs to the injury, avoiding homing to other organs, 
seems to be very difficult to achieve.

Other potential approaches are to combine SCs with biomaterials or add SCs to 
mechanical anastomosis devices (i.e. to staple line reinforcements).

(3) Regarding SC doses, more publications are needed to define the best dose or at 
least a minimal value in which therapeutic effects appear.

(4) Another important issue is SC survival in the anastomotic area. The 8 studies 
analyzing whether there were cells with different SC markers were able to detect them. 
Nevertheless, there are contradictory findings in similar fields like faecal incontinence, 
with some studies not able to find cells with SC markers[88,89].

(5) There are many remaining questions concerning the mechanism of action of SCs. 
We are going to focus on MSCs. It is possible that other SCs, such as myogenic SCs, 
have a greater role based on differentiation, but MSCs probably base their function 
mostly on immunomodulation, anti-inflammatory and angiogeneic capabilities, 
reducing fibrosis and stimulating resident progenitor cells as all the included studies 
mention. The immunomodulatory capability of MSCs is based on inhibition of T cell 
and B cell proliferation and dendritic cell maturation[90] and in the secretion of a large 
number of cytokines[91]. As some examples, Németh et al[92] observed that MSCs 
attenuated sepsis by macrophage reprogramming to increase IL-10, a cytokine that 
decreases neutrophil migration and Georgiev-Hristov et al[31] found an early change 
from acute to chronic inflammation with ASCs (neutrophil descent and macrophage 
increment) in tracheal anastomosis.

To improve SC survival and function in tissues, different strategies have been 
employed: (1) Combine SCs or their vehicles with cytokines and growth factors, for 
example, through SCs plasmid transfection or stimulating local production using 
surgical injury or electricity[93-95]; (2) Induce the expression of paracrine factors (i.e. 
angiogenic or growth factors) by SC genetic modification, which has been successfully 
used in various animal models of diseases[96]; and (3) Use MSC exosomes, which are 
nanoscale extracellular vesicles fundamental in intercellular communication and could 
be responsible for multiple MSCs therapeutic effects. Exosomes can be used to modify 
MSC functions[97] and open the field of a novel SC-derived, cell-free therapy[98].

To achieve true ‘regeneration’ of anastomotic tissue with SCs, we need to teach 
them to differentiate efficiently. Then, we must integrate them in an appropriate 
delivery system. Finally, a blood supply and innervation need to be generated to allow 
their integration in the whole organ.

(6) The last critical question is about safety. Preclinical studies and the published 
clinical experiences have confirmed an adequate safety profile. Our teams have 
participated in 13 clinicals trials with more than 500 patients receiving autologous or 
allogeneic local ASCs in digestive fistulising diseases[23-26]; this research has led to 
the marketing authorization of the first human SC therapy by the European Medicines 
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Agency, darvadstrocel.
Although there are many potential side effects using SCs, the most worrisome is a 

possible role in carcinogenesis. We are going to focus on MSCs. Some researchers have 
observed that MSCs cultured for a long time may develop malignant changes and 
even tumours in mice[99]. However, subsequent publications attributed those findings 
to tumour cell cross-contamination[100,101], other studies did not detect it under 
extreme culture conditions and it has never been observed in vivo. The relationship 
between SCs and tumours is contradictory, as has been reviewed by Ramdasi et al[102] 
and Timaner et al[103]. MSCs have enhanced tropism towards tumours and pro-
tumour (growing, angiogenesis, immunomodulation, etc)[104,105] and anti-tumour 
(apoptosis, proliferation inhibition, etc)[106] properties. This relationship depends on 
factors like the type of MSCs; the type of cancer cells; in vivo or in vitro conditions; the 
MSC secretome; and interactions between MSCs, host immune cells and cancer cells. A 
possible key factor is related to time: when MSCs are administered with an existing 
tumour, a suppressive effect has been observed[107], but in some studies with co-
administration, tumour growth was higher[108]. Tropism to tumours has been 
exploited for therapy in experimental models, as reviewed by Chulpanova et al[109] 
and Babajani et al[110], and in some preliminary clinical trials[111]. In conclusion, the 
accumulated preclinical and clinical experience seems to warrant the oncogenic safety 
of MSCs, but more studies and more long-term follow-up are needed to exclude 
definitively all the risks.

Regarding other complications, the first clinically severe adverse events potentially 
relatable to SCs have been reported recently. Three women with macular degeneration 
developed complications, including vision loss, detached retinas and bleeding, after 
receiving ‘ASCs’ (it was really stromal vascular fraction mixed with blood plasma and 
large numbers of platelets) and remained totally blind[112]. Another case of bilateral 
retinal detachment was reported[113]. The highly controlled environment of clinical 
trials is imperative to avoid lamentable events like these.

To finalize, the main limitation of this study is its own nature; we have presented a 
descriptive review because we consider that there are very few published studies and 
that they are too heterogeneous to perform a systematic review or meta-analysis.

CONCLUSION
AL is more frequent than desirable despite advances in technology and surgery and 
may have devastating consequences, so alternative approaches are needed to reduce 
its incidence. SC therapies have the exciting potential to improve anastomotic healing 
and different strategies have been explored in preclinical studies.

MSCs from adipose tissue or bone marrow have been the most investigated in 
different animal models. In general, the 18 published studies have confirmed safety 
and have shown some encouraging morphological, functional and even clinical 
results.

More knowledge about SCs and healing biology, and more data on preclinical 
models (related to SC type, dosage, deliver system and adjuvants, among other topics) 
are needed to establish definitively efficacy and safety prior to testing in humans in 
rigorously designed clinical trials. Only research and time will determine SC therapy 
for preventing AL can become a reality.

ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS
Research background
Digestive tract anastomoses and sutures are prone to leakages even if all the classical 
surgical principles for a successful anastomosis are accomplished. Leakage rates have 
remained almost unchanged for the last decades and usually associate high morbidity 
and mortality. Leakages are usually due to failed healing. Stem cells (SCs) have 
emerged as a promising tool to enhance healing in a wide variety of experimental and 
clinical settings, including particularly unfavorable environments such as anal fistulas 
and Crohn´s disease. Since 2008, SCs have been proven as an alternative to improve 
anastomoses outcomes.

Research motivation
To know if SC therapy could improve postoperative healing mechanisms in digestive 
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anastomosis and sutures in the published literature. If this hypothesis is correct, many 
patients would benefit from better surgical outcomes reducing morbidity and 
mortality.

Research objectives 
To review the published literature related to SC use for digestive anastomoses and 
sutures and the registered clinical trials. When this manuscript was confected, there 
was only one published review including studies published prior to September 2014. 
This is important for possible future investigations on the field.

Research methods
PubMed, Science Direct, Scopus and Cochrane searches were performed using the key 
words “anastomosis”, “colorectal/colonic anastomoses”, “anastomotic leak”, “stem 
cells”, “progenitor cells”, “cellular therapy” and “cell therapy” in order to identify 
relevant articles published in English and Spanish during the period 2000-2021. The 
United States and European Union (EU) official registries of clinical trials, Clinical-
Trials.gov and EU Clinical Trials Register, were also searched. Studies employing SCs, 
performing digestive anastomoses or perforation sutures and monitoring healing were 
finally included. Reference lists from the selected articles were reviewed to identify 
additional pertinent articles. Given the great variability in the study designs, animal 
and anastomotic models, interventions (SCs, doses and vehicles) and outcome 
measures, performing a reliable meta-analysis was considered impossible, so we 
present the studies, their results and limitations in a descriptive way.

Research results
Eighteen preclinical studies and three review papers were identified; there are no 
published clinical studies or registered clinical trials. Colon and colorectal 
anastomoses are the most frequently examined (ten studies) and rats (12 studies) are 
the mostly employed animals followed by pigs (4). Three anastomotic models have 
been described: conventional (4 studies), high risk of AL (8) and insufficient (2); gastric 
perforation models either included (2 studies) or did not include (1) repair. Most 
analyzed SCs were Mesenchymal (16 studies); cell transplant was autologous in 8 
studies, allogeneic in 7 and xenogeneic in 2 (human); SCs dosage ranged from 5 × 105 

to 1 × 107 and delivery routes were mainly local injections (7) and cell sheets (4) 
followed by biosutures (sutures coated by SCs) or purely topical (2 studies each one). 
Random assignation of treatments was applied only in 3 publications and blinded 
evaluations were scarce.

Related to outcome measures, the most frequent evaluation periods were in the first 
week (9 studies) or during the first month (5). All studies evaluated morphologically 
the abdominal cavity and/or anastomosis or digestive sutures, and eleven out of 17 
analyzed anastomotic or suture strength with bursting pressure evaluation.

All investigations confirmed the safety and absence of relevant adverse events 
attributable to SCs. It must be highlighted the relatively low rate of severe complic-
ations and the extremely low mortality rate reported.

In general, good and encouraging morphological (mainly histological, nearly all the 
studies), functional (8 studies positive and 3 without effect) and even clinical results 
have been observed as well as some data suggesting regeneration. Clinically, five 
studies reported significant lower AL incidence, five fewer adhesions, four fewer 
abscesses and one less mortality. Eight studies analyzed SC labelling and confirmed 
SC survival in this potentially septic area.

As potential weaknesses, animal models need to be improved to make them more 
comparable, and the SC isolation processes need to be standardised.

Research conclusions
There is notable heterogeneity in the studies, making them difficult to compare. 
Further investigations are needed. The future role of SC therapy in digestive 
anastomoses/sutures still needs to be determined and seems to be currently far from 
clinical use.

Research perspectives
In the experimental setting SCs applied to digestive anastomosis or perforation healing 
have been proven to be safe and may be potentially effective. Areas needing further 
studying would be: Defining the best model of anastomosis healing; Obtaining deeper 
knowledge about SCs mechanism of action; Improving SC delivery, survival and 
function (cytokine or molecule addition, etc.); Supplying SCs through minimally 
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invasive methods; Determining the indications, adjuvants, real efficacy and to confirm 
safety and definitely discard oncological concerns.

This review suggests that more studies on animal models and with better statistical 
quality are needed prior to human use. Only in this case SC therapy could be tried on 
humans in highly controlled settings as clinical trials.
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